Dr. Dell Allen honored as 2013 Stockman of the Year at the LMIC Stockmen’s Dinner on February 28, 2013
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Dr. Miles McKee, and Dennis Schiel, artist, with the Department of Animal Sciences & Industry historical mural that now proudly hangs in the Weber Hall Heritage Room. (Photo: Darla Thomas)

Cattlemen’s Day Trade Show (Photo courtesy of Brittney Machado)
Steve Hunt, US Premium Beef, delivers the inaugural Henry C. Gardiner Lectureship “Designing Meats and Meals”

Ron Hanson, University of Nebraska–Lincoln addresses the topic of “Keeping Your Farm in the Family for the Next Generation”

Moderator John Gonzalez (right) with ag economists Glynn Tonsor and Ted Schroeder
“Is All Ground Beef Created Equally?”
John Unruh (above) and sensory panel participants (right).

“Ammoniation: Stretching your Forage Supply”
Dale Blasi (left) and Justin Waggoner (right)
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“To Clone a Dead Steer, As Long as It’s Not Too Dead”
David Grieger

“Heifer Development in a High Cost Environment”
Sandy Johnson

“Beef Selection Systems to Meet Market Trends”
Bob Weaber and Mike MacNeil
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Ribbon Cutting and Dedication
March 1, 2013

L-R: Tamar Adcock, Mayor Loren Pepper, Ken Odde, John Floros, Pat Koons, Dee Likes, Rich Porter, Dave Nichols, Katie Valentine. (Photo: Darla Thomas)
Video of “The Colonel” Stanley Stout in action.

L-R: Pat Koons, Rich Porter, Ken Odde

Left: Steven Graham, Representative Sydney Carlin, Ken Odde and John Floros. (Photos: Darla Thomas.)

Rich Porter and Dee Likes.
It was “standing room only” for the first Legacy Bull and Heifer Sale in the Stanley Stout Center,
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